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Abstract: The paper proposes a general framework to composite Web services se-
lection based on multicriteria evaluation. The proposed framework extends the Web
services architecture by adding, in the registry, a new Multicriteria Evaluation Com-
ponent (MEC) devoted to multicriteria evaluation. This additional component takes as
input a set of composite Web services and a set of evaluation criteria and generates
a set of recommended composite Web services. In addition to the description of the
conceptual architecture of the formwork, the paper also proposes solutions to construct
and evaluate composite web services. In order to show the feasibility of the proposed
architecture, we have developed a prototype based on the open source jUDDI registry.

1 Introduction

Individual Web services are conceptually limited to relatively simple functionalities mod-

eled through a collection of simple operations. However, for certain types of applications,

it is necessary to combine a set of individual Web services to obtain more complex ones,

called composite or aggregated Web services. One important issue within Web service

composition is related to the selection of the most appropriate one among the different

possible compositions. One possible solution is to use quality of service (QoS) to eval-

uate, compare and select the most appropriate composition(s). The QoS is defined as a

combination of the different attributes of the Web services such as availability, response

time, throughput, etc. The QoS is an important element of Web services and other modern

technologies. Currently, most of works use successive evaluation of different, non func-

tional, aspects in order to attribute a general “level of quality” to different composite Web

services and to select the “best” one from these services. In these works, the evaluation

of composite Web services is based either on a single evaluation criterion or, at best, on

a weighted sum of several quantitative evaluation criteria. Both evaluation schemas are

not appropriate in practice since: (i) a single criterion does not permit to encompass all

the facets of the problem, (ii) weighted sum-like aggregation rules may lead to the com-

pensation problem since worst evaluations can be compensated by higher evaluations, and

(iii) several QoS evaluation criteria are naturally qualitative ones but weighted sum-like

aggregation rules cannot deal with this type of evaluation criteria.
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The goal of this research is to propose a general framework to composite Web services

selection based on multicriteria evaluation. The proposed framework extends the Web ser-

vices architecture by adding, in the registry, a new Multicriteria Evaluation Component

(MEC) devoted to multicriteria evaluation. This additional component takes as input a set

of composite Web services and a set of evaluation criteria. The output is a set of rec-

ommended composite Web services. The paper also proposes a solution to generate the

different potential compositions which will be the main input for the MEC. Further, the

paper shows how composite Web services can be evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work. Section 3 de-

tails the architecture of the proposed framework. Section 4 presents the implementation

of the proposed architecture. Section 5 presents the Multicriteria Evaluation Component.

Section 6 shows how the set of potential composite Web services is constructed. Section 7

discusses the problem of composite Web service evaluation. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

As underlined in the introduction, to choose among the different possible compositions,

most of previous works use either a single QoS evaluation criterion or a weighted-sum of

serval quantitative QoS evaluation criteria. The following are some examples. The author

in [Men04] considers two evaluation criteria (time and cost) and assigns to each one a

weight between 0 and 1. The single combined score is computed as a weighted average of

the scores of all attributes. The best composition of Web services can then be decided on

the basis of the optimum combined score. One important limitation of this proposal is the

compensation problem mentioned earlier.

In [GSC+99], the service definition models the concept of “placeholder activity” to cater

for dynamic composition of Web services. A placeholder activity is an abstract activity

replaced on the fly with an effective activity. The author in [CIJ+00] deals with dynamic

service selection based on user requirement expressed in terms of a query language. In

[Kli00], the author considers the problem of dynamically selecting several alternative tasks

within workflow using QoS evaluation. In [BDS+02], the service selection is performed

locally based on a selection policy involving the parameters of the request, the character-

istic of the services, the history of past executions and the status of the ongoing execu-

tions. One important shortcoming of [GSC+99][CIJ+00][Kli00][BDS+02] is the use of

local selection strategy. In other terms, services are considered as independent. Within this

strategy, there is no guarantee that the selected Web service is the best one.

To avoid the problem of sequential selection, Zeng et al. [ZBD+03] propose the use of

linear programming techniques to compute the “optimal” execution plans for composite

Web service. However, the multi-attribute decision making approach used by the authors

has the same limitation as weighted-sum aggregation rules, i.e., the compensation problem.

Maximilien and Singh [MS04] propose an ontology-based framework for dynamic Web

service selection. However, they consider only a single criterion, which is not enough to

take into account all the facets of the problem.
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Menascé and Dubey [MD07] extends the work of Menascé et al. [MRG07] on QoS bro-

kering for service-oriented architectures (SOA) by designing, implementing, and experi-

mentally evaluating a service selection QoS broker that maximizes a utility function for

service consumers. These functions allow stakeholders to ascribe a value to the usefulness

of a system as a function of several QoS criteria such as response time, throughput, and

availability. This framework is very demanding in terms of preference information from

the consumers. Indeed, consumer should provide to a QoS broker their utility functions

and their cost constraints on the requested services. However, the most limitation of this

work is the use of weighted-sum like optimization criterion, leading to compensation prob-

lem as mentioned earlier. One important finding of this paper is the use, by the QoS broker,

of analytic queuing models to predict the QoS values of the various services that could be

selected under varying workload conditions.

More recently, [MZ08] use genetic algorithm for Web service selection with global QoS

constraints. The authors integrate two policies (an enhanced initial policy and an evolution

policy), which permits to overcome several shortcomings of genetic algorithm. The sim-

ulation on Web service selection shown an improved convergence and stability of genetic

algorithm.

3 Extended Web service architecture

The Web service architecture is defined by 3WC in order to determinate a common set of

concepts and relationships that allow different implementations working together [CNO02].

The Web service architecture consists of three entities, the service provider, the service reg-

istry and the service consumer. The service provider creates or simply offers the Web ser-

vice. The service provider needs to describe the Web service in a standard format, which

is often XML, and publish it in a central service registry. The service registry contains

additional information about the service provider, such as address and contact of the pro-

viding company, and technical details about the service. The service consumer retrieves

the information from the registry and uses the service description obtained to bind to and

invoke the Web service.

The proposed framework, in this paper, extends the Web services architecture by adding,

in the registry, a new Multicriteria Evaluation Component (MEC) devoted to multicriteria

evaluation. The general schema of the extended architecture is given in Figure 1. Accord-

ing to the requirement of the consumer, the registry opts either for conventional evaluation

or for multicriteria evaluation. By default, the registry uses conventional evaluation; mul-

ticriteria evaluation is used only if the consumer explicitly specifies this to the registry

manager. This ensures the flexibility of the proposed architecture.

However, the application of a multicriteria method needs the definition of a set of pref-

erence parameters. The definition of these parameters needs an important cognitive effort

from the consumer. To reduce this effort, MEC uses specific Web service called W-IRIS

which is a Web version of IRIS (Interactive Robustness analysis and Parameters Infer-

ence for multicriteria Sorting Problems) [DM03] system permitting to infer the different

preference parameters.
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Figure 1: Extended architecture of Web services

As we can see in Figure 1, the three basic operations of the Web service architecture de-

noted by publish, bind and find still exist. Two additional operations, denoted by keywords

infer and evaluate are included in the extended architecture. The first permits to handle data

exchange between MEC and W-IRIS. The latter permits to handle data exchange between

MEC and DecisionDeck platform.

To achieve the interaction among the entities of the extended Web service model, we need

to extend some SOAP protocoles and add new ones. More specifically, we need to ex-

tend protocols of consumer request to registry and registry response to consumer; and add

the ones relative to MEC request to W-IRIS and W-IRIS response to MEC. A detailed

description of the proposed architecture is given in Figure 2.

W-IRIS permits to infer the different preference parameters needed to apply multicrite-

ria evaluation using ELECTRE TRI method. The inference procedure included in W-IRIS

needs the resolution of different mathematical programs. For this purpose, W-IRIS in-

cludes the solver GLPK, which is an open-source and free package (see [Mak05]).

The current version of MEC supports the advanced multicriteria method ELECTRE TRI

(see [FGE05]) and several elementary methods (weighted sum, conjunctive and disjunctive

rules and the majority rule). Additional methods will be included in the future via the

DecisionDeck platform. The DecisionDeck platform is issued from D2-Decision Deck

project that has started in 2003 under the name EVAL, an acronym which refers to an

ongoing research project funded by the Government of the Walloon region (Belgium). The

aim is to develop a Web-based platform to assist decision makers in evaluating alternatives

in a multicriteria and multi-experts context.

In the following, we present the jUDDI extensions and its implementation. More precisely,

we detail the required extension/addition to support data exchange between the different

entities of the proposed architecture.
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Figure 2: Dynamics of the system

4 jUDDI extension and implementation

jUDDI information model is composed of data structure instances expressed in XML

schema. They are stored in jUDDI registries. A service is discovered by sending requests

based on service information. The four core data elements within the jUDDI data model

are described bellow (more information can be found in http://juddi.og): i) businessEntity:

contains informations business, such as name and contact (each entity may provide vari-

ous businessEntity); ii) businessService: contains informations about published services;

iii) bindingTemplate: represents a service implementation and provides the information

needed to bind with the service; and iv) tModel: is used to establish the existence of a

variety of concepts and to point to their technical definitions.

In addition to the existence entities, we defined the following elements: i) qosInscription:

contains customers who wish to take into account the QoS in their search of services in the

extended registry; ii) qosParameters: contains the different parameters, for each customer

registered to this option, needed to use multicriteria methods. Note that these parameters

can be provided directly by the user or deduced using W-IRIS service (see Sect. 6); iii)

qosDescription: contains the QoS values for each service provider. The provider requests

service publication and providers the QoS values. These last are checked and validated by

the registrymanager. Note that QoS values can be update by the registry manager, and if

a value is not provided, thus it is valued at worst. The qosDescription table refers to the

bindingTemplate table that stores Web services instances. It also refers to the tModel.
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The registry is implemented using Apache jUDDI Version 0.4rc4 which is an open source

UDDI implementation compliant with Version 2.0 specification. MySQL Version 5.0.16

was used to implement the jUDDI databases. UDDI4J (version 2.0.4) is an open source

Java class library that provides an APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) to interact

with a jUDDI. They are grouped in three APIs categories: i) Iniquity APIs set, ii) Publica-

tion APIs set and iii) Security APIs set. The extended registry includes extensions to the

UDDI4J Inquiry and Publication APIs set in order to manipulate the QoS related data. The

extended registry is done thought registry manager, who implements the QoS management

operations (see Sect. 3). Experiments results, by simulation, are effectuated and show the

compatibility withe the basic UDDI and both types of UDDI registries and can coexist in

the same environment.

The W-IRIS is a special kind of Web service used by MEC to infer the preference parame-

ters to use with ELECTRE TRI method. This method is used by MEC to assign composite

Web services into different categories. It applies when “type of result” in the SOAP mes-

sage sent by the consumer to registry is “sorting” (see Figure 3). The XML schema of the

“infer” SOAP message sent by the MEC to W-IRIS and the same information are included

in the “sorting−data” element (see Figure 3).

In the most general case, the inputs of W-IRIS are: (i) the number of categories, (ii) a set of

profile limits, and (iii) a set of assignment examples. All of these data are extracted from

the SOAP message sent by the consumer to registry detailed in the previous subsection

(see Figure 3). As underlined earlier, the number of categories is an optional parameter

and when it is omitted, three categories are automatically used.

In the case where the profile limits are not provided by the consumer, they will be au-

tomatically constructed by MEC. To this purpose, the measurement scale of each QoS

evaluation criterion included in the “find” SOAP message sent by the consumer to the reg-

istry is subdivided into three equal intervals. Then, profile limits are defined by joining the

limits of these intervals on the different evaluation criteria.

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema">

<xsd:complexType element name="infer">

<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="sorting_data">

</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>

<xsd:complexType name="sorting_data">

<xsd:element name="categories_number" type="xsd:positiveInteger">

<xsd:element name="profiles">

<xsd:element name="assignment_examples">

</xsd:complexType>

...

Figure 3: XML schema of MEC request to W-IRIS

The set of assignment examples are defined as follows. First, MEC generates a set of fic-

tive compositions. Each fictive composition kf is associated with a vector of m elements

(g1(kf ), g2(kf ), · · · , gm(kf )), where m is the number of QoS evaluation criteria. Evalua-

tions gj(kf ) (j = 1, · · · ,m) are defined such that kf may be assigned to two succussive

categories. For better explanation, consider two categories Ci and Cj and let bh be the pro-
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file limit between Ci and Cj with evaluation vector (g1(bh), g2(bh), · · · , gm(bh)). Then, a

fictive composition kf is defined such that its performances on a subset of QoS evaluation

permits to assign it to Ci and the rest permits to assign it to Cj .

XML schema of W-IRIS “inference−ouptut” SOAP message to MEC is given in Figures 3.

It is a collection of preference parameters and the corresponding values. These parameters

will be used by MEC to apply ELECTRE TRI.

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema">

<xsd:complexType element name="inference_output">

<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:group ref="preference_parametersGroup">

</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>

<xsd:group name="preference_parametersGroup">

<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="preference_parameter" type="preference_parameterType" minOccurs="1">

<xsd:sequence>

</xsd:group>

<xsd:complexType name="preference_parameterType">

<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="name" type="token" #REQUIRED>

<xsd:element name="value" type="anyType" #REQUIRED>

</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>

Figure 4: XML schema of W-IRIS response to MEC

5 Multicriteria evaluation component

The general schema of multicriteria evaluation component (MEC) is depicted in Figure 1.

Basically, it takes as input a set of composite Web services and a set of QoS evaluation

criteria and generates a set of recommended compositions. The final choice should be

performed by the consumer, based on the MEC recommendation. In the rest of the paper,

K = {k1, k2, · · · , kn} denotes a set of n potential composite Web services and I =
{1, 2, · · · , n} denotes the indices of these services. The solution proposed to construct set

K will be detailed in Sect. 6.

The set of QoS evaluation criteria to be used is extracted from the ”qosDescription” data

of the extended registry (see Sect. 4). The set of evaluation criteria will be denoted by

F = {g1, g2, ..., gm} in the rest of the paper. Theoretically, there is no limit to the number

of criteria. We observe, however, that a large set increases the cognitive effort required

from the consumer and a few ones do not permit to encompass all the facets of the selection

problem.

The quantification of evaluation criteria permits to transform qualitative evaluation criteria

into quantitative ones by assigning values to the qualitative data. This is useful for mostly

of multicriteria methods based on weighted-sum like aggregation decision rules. The most

used quantification method is the scaling one. The quantification process consists in the

definition of a measurement scale as the one mentioned earlier and then to associate to

each level of the scale a numerical value.
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Once potential composite Web services are constructed and evaluation criteria are identi-

fied, the next step consists in the evaluation of all these composite Web services against all

the evaluation criteria in F . The evaluation of a composite Web Service ki ∈ K in respect

to criterion gj ∈ F is denoted gj(ki). The matrix [gj(ki)], ∀i ∈ I , ∀j ∈ F is called the

performance table. The computing of gj(ki), ∀i ∈ I , ∀j ∈ F , will be dealt with in Sect. 7.

Most of multicriteria methods require the definition of a set of preference parameters. Two

cases hold here: either the preference parameters are provided explicitly by the consumer

and extracted from the “find” SOAP message to the registry; or inferred by W-IRIS based

on the assignment examples equally extracted from the “find” SOAP message sent by the

consumer.

The input for multicriteria evaluation step are the performance table and the preference pa-

rameters. The objective of multicriteria evaluation is to evaluate and compare the different

compositions in K.

As signaled above the advanced multicriteria method ELECTRE TRI and four elemen-

tary methods (weighted sum, conjunctive and disjunctive rules, and the majority rule) are

incorporated in the framework.

As underlined above, three types of recommendations are possible within the proposed

framework. Based on the specifications of the consumer, one of the following results is

provided to it: i) one or a restricted set of composite Web services; ii) a ranging of compos-

ite Web services from best to worst with eventually equal positions and iii) a classification

of composite Web services into different pre-defined categories.

These three types of result correspond in fact to the three ways usually used to formalize

multicriteria problems as identified by [Roy95]: choice, ranking and sorting.

6 Constructing potential composite Web services

Definition 1 A Web service Si is a tuple (Fi, Qi, Hi), where: i) Fi is a description of the

service’s functionality; ii) Qi is a specification of its QoS evaluation criteria and iii) Hi is

its cost specification.

We assume that each Web service Si has a unique functionality Fi. In turn, the same

functionality may be provided by different providers. Let Pi be the collection of providers

supporting functionality Fi of Web service Si: Pi = {s1i , s
2
i , · · · , s

ni

i } where ni is the

number of providers in Pi. A composite Web service is defined as follows.

Definition 2 Let S1, S2, · · · , Sn be a set of n individual Web services such that Si =
(Fi, Qi, Hi) (i = 1, · · · , n). Let Pi be the collection of Web services supporting function-

ality Fi. Let G = (X,V ) be the composition graph associated with S1, S2, · · · , Sn. A

composite Web service k is an instance {s1, s2, · · · , sn} of G defined such that s1 ∈ P1,

s2 ∈ P2, · · ·, sn ∈ Pn.

To construct the set of potential compositions, we have incorporated two algorithms in the
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MEC. The first one, called CompositionGraph and is not given here which permits

the construction of the composition graph.

The second algorithm, given hereafter, is CompositionsConstruction that gener-

ates the potential compostions. This algorithm proceeds as follows. First a tree T is con-

structed using Construct−Tree. The inputs for this procedure is the set of nodes X
and the set of providers for each node in X: P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pn}. The tree T is con-

structed as follows. The nodes of the ith level are the providers in Pi. For each node in

level i, we associate the providers in set Pi+1 as sons. The same reasoning is used for i = 1
to n − 1. The nodes of the n − 1th level is associated with the providers in Pn. Finally, a

root r is added to T as the parent of nodes in the first level (representing the providers in

P1). Then, the set of nodes for each composition is obtained as an elementary path in T .

Algorithm CompositionsConstruction

INPUT: G = (X,V ): composition graph

P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pn}: providers

OUTPUT: K: potential compositions

T ← Construct−Tree(X,P)

t ← 1

WHILE t <=
∏n

i=1
|Pi|

Xt ← ElementaryPath(T)
//Xt = {s·1, s

·

2, · · · , s
·

n}
FOR each (Sh, Sk) ∈ V

Vt ← (s·h, s
·

k)
END−FOR

kt ← Gt = (Xt, Vt)
K ← K ∪ kt

t ← t + 1
END−WHILE

The complexity of algorithm considered algorithm is O(r1 × (r2 + r3)) where r1 =
|V | is the cardinality of V , r2 =

∏n
i=1 |Pi| is the number of compositions and r3 is the

complexity of ElementaryPath.

7 Evaluation of compositions

As defined earlier, a potential composition is an instance of the composition graph G =
(X,V ). Each composition can be seen as collection of individual Web services. The eval-

uation provided by the UDDI registry are relative to these individual Web services. How-

ever, to evaluate and compare the different potential compositions, it is required to define

a set of rules to combine the partial evaluations (i.e. in respect to individual Web services)

to obtain partial evaluations that apply to the whole composition.

To compute the partial evaluations gj(ki) (j = 1, · · · ,m) of the different compositions

ki (i = 1, · · · , n), we need to define a set of m aggregation operators Φ1,Φ2, · · · ,Φm,

one for each evaluation criterion. The partial evaluation of a composition ki on crite-

rion gj , gj(ki), is computed as follows. It consists in applying a bottom-top scan on

graph Gi = (Xi, Vi) and to apply the aggregation operator Φj on each node. Algorithm
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PartialEvaluation below implements this idea. It runs on O(r2) where r = |X| is

the number of nodes in the composition graph. The valuation, in respect to criterion gj , of

a node x ∈ Xi, denoted vj(x), is computed as follows: vj(x) = Φj [gj(x),Ω(Γ
+(x))].

Recall that Γ+(x) is the set of successors of node x. The operator Ω involves nodes on

the same level and may be any aggregation operator such as sum, product, max, min,

average, etc. The operator Φj implies nodes on different levels and vary according to

the BPEL constructors associated with node x. It may be the sum, product, max, min,

or average.

Algorithm PartialEvaluation

INPUT: ki = Gi(Xi, Vi): composition

Φj: aggregation operators

OUTPUT: gj(ki): partial evaluation of ki on gj

Lr ← {s ∈ Xi : Γ+(s) = ∅}
Z ← ∅

WHILE Z (= Xi

FOR each x ∈ Lr

vj(x) ← Φj [gj(x),Ω(Γ+(x))]
Z ← Z

⋃
{x}

END−FOR

Lr ← {s ∈ Xi : vj(w) is computed ∀w ∈ Γ+(s)}
END−WHILE

gj(ki) ← vj(s) where s is the root of Gi

In the following, we provide the proposed formula for computing vj(x) (j = 1, · · · , 4) for

response time, availability, cost and security evaluation criteria, denoted g1, g2, g3 and g4,

respectively. Evaluation criteria g1 and g3 are to be minimized while criteria g2 and g4 are

to be maximized. The three first criteria are cardinal. The latter is an ordinal one.

First, we mention that the following formula apply for non-leaf nodes, i.e., x ∈ Xi such

that Γ+(x) 2= ∅. For leaf nodes, i.e. x ∈ Xi such that Γ+(x) = ∅, the partial evaluation on

a criterion gj is simply vj(x) = gj(x).

Response time (g1) The response time of a non-leaf node x is computed as follows:

v1(x) = g1(x)+max{v1(y) : y ∈ Γ+(x)} or v1(x) = g1(x) +
∑

y∈Γ+(x) π(x, y) v1(y)

The first part of v1(x) applies for the <flow> or the sequential BPEL constructors. The

second part applies when the constructor <switch> is used.

Availability (g2) For the availability, two formulae may be applied for respectively the

<flow> or the sequential constructors and the <switch> constructor:

v2(x) = g2(x)
∏

y∈Γ+(x) v2(y) or v2(x) = g2(x)
∑

y∈Γ+(x) π(x, y) v2(y)

Cost (g3) For cost criterion, two formula may be used for respectively the <flow> or

the sequential constructors and the <switch> constructor:

v3(x) = g3(x) +
∑

y∈Γ+(x) v3(y) or v3(x) = g3(x) +
∑

y∈Γ+(x) π(x, y) v3(y)
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Security (g4) Finally, for security criterion, we have:

v4(x) = min{g4(x),miny∈Γ+(x){v4(y)}}

8 Conclusion

We have proposed a framework for composite Web services selection based on multicri-

teria evaluation. The framework extends the Web services architecture by adding a new

Multicriteria Evaluation Component (MEC) devoted to multicriteria evaluation. This ad-

ditional component takes as input a set of composite Web services and a set of evaluation

criteria. The output is a set of recommended composite Web services. We also proposed

solutions to construct and evaluate the different potential compositions. To show the fea-

sibility of our proposal, we have developed a prototype based on the jUDDI registry.

There are several directions for future research. A first point to investigate is related to the

extension of the framework to support dynamic composition. The basic change concerns

essentially the construction of the potential compositions and their evaluations.
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